
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

(480) 589-1672
18521 E Queen Creek Rd #105-160
Queen Creek, AZ 85297

Matt Greenhalgh
3 reviews

I have American Home Shield warranty service and they are 
usually terrible to deal with. This contractor made it easy on 
me. He showed up at 10am, right in the middle of the 
8am-noon window as-arranged. He was courteous and 
professional as well as friendly. The pool pump he installed 
was as-expected and works just fine. Thanks to the quick 
response, my pool did not even have a chance to turn green 
on me.

Courtney McNeill
3 reviews

Jason was exceptional. He was professional, on time and 
thoroughly explained what was wrong with my system. He 
answered all my questions. Erin, who works in the office, was 
also professional and friendly. She is very responsive and 
willing to help. Absolutely no complaints! This company was 
great. Ask for Jason if you use their services.

cleanpoolsaz@gmail.com

Lauren Caughlan
3 reviews

Steve Davis did a WONDERFUL job at explaining what our 
pool needed. He was quick, knowledgeable and responsive 
to all of our questions. Replacing a pool pump is a big job and 
it was a breeze with Steve!

Thanks again Steve for making us fall back in love with our 
pool! He even made sure the new pipes and old pipes were 
painted to match! We will always use him moving forward and 
love G2CC pools hard work and dedication!

Junior Akiona
1 review

This company was the 3rd company we had come out and 
the only company to actually take things apart to figure out 
the true issue as well as explain things to us our Technician 
Jason was not only knowledgeable but very efficient he did 
an amazing job and even took time to explain a few things 
and gave helpful tips for upkeep they came with supplies and 
when they didn't have the part they went to pick it up 
immediately. Not only our Technician but just the people we 
initially talked to in the office were very professional and polite 
they stuck with there appointments and even called to 
confirm I would recommend them to my own mother great job 
guys very appreciatedkathy lovato

4 reviews

The best service I’ve had over the years for our pool system. 
Timely, efficient and all said and done within 24 hours. Just 
Brilliant

Mike Rimbey
2 reviews

Josh was professional, on time, explained what needed 
replacement in detail. Have had many pool repair companies 
throughout the year, and this was the very best, by far.
Kudos to Josh and his excellent work.John Kayl

5 reviews

Josh did a great job being on time and getting right to the 
planned project. Was professional and knowledgeable and 
didn't attempt to push additional unnecessary services or 
repairs which often occurred with my prior pool service 
company. I would recommend Josh and Green Green 2 
Crystal

Amanda Pepper (Pepper Potts)
Local Guide

Corbin was super nice, he quickly spotted the problem and 
fixed it up.  The pump ran quicker and smoother than it ever 
has.  He answered all of my questions without hesitation. I 
appreciated the information. Would recommend for sure!

Benjamin Colwell
5 reviews

Jason and the team were quick to respond and deliver 
extremely fair pricing on a new pool filter. I highly recommend 
Green to Clear to any homeowners looking to exchange/ 
repair or upgrade existing equipment. Couldn’t be more 
pleased with my experience, I’ll be using them again soon.

Becky N
2 reviews

Steven was the technician who came today.  He was very 
knowledgeable and knew right away the problem with the 
pool.  He took the time to explain thorough the issue and 
what he's able to do.  He didn't have a part needed and came 
back the same do to complete the job.
I would not hesitate to use them again.

M JH
5 reviews

Excellent service. My son was so impressed with the 
excellent service give by your representative!!!  Thank you fir 
working with American home shield. !!!

Rachel Suhr
1 review

The service rep was kind, completed his task, advised of the 
issue and completed the work in a timely manner. He was 
pleasant and we highly recommend

Dan K.
2 reviews

Put in a new cartridge filter, Acid wash and had my all of the 
calcium build-up removed from my tile. Jason and his team 
did excellent work and super knowledgeable what I needed to 
do to maintain my pool.

Highly recommended then would you use again!

- Dan

Graham Cathers
3 reviews

I was having some problems with my system. Danny came 
out and instantly pinpointed the problem and resolved the 
issue immediately. He was able to tell me how it happened 
and how to avoid the same problem in the future. I had a few 
other questions and he went above and beyond to be helpful. 
The twenty years of experience he brought paid off for me. I 
highly recommend this company!

J N
8 reviews

I have American Home Shield as a home warranty and they 
assigned Jason to come out to assess our pool pump issue.  
He was prompt, very nice and assessed and quickly fixed our 
problem. Turns out that power surges can glitch the control 
panels. I would use them again based on this experience.  I 
don't write reviews that often but felt this visit needed one.

Carroll Klein
9 reviews

Josh was great and had fantastic advice for me!! And he was 
very friendly.

James Oh
2 reviews

Danny was very knowledgeable and professional.  I would 
use them again.  Thank you!!!

Blitz Whitney
7 reviews

I called American Home Warranty Service, and was thankfully 
assigned Green 2 Crystal pools. Jason is hands down the 
best pool equipment repair guy EVER.
He completely troubleshooted all the components right in 
front of me, and explained everything he was doing. Even 
though some repairs were not covered by the warranty, he 
quoted me WAY better pricing than any other place.
Fantastic. 10 stars for honesty, and great service, even during 
CoVID.

Jeff Kish
10 reviews

Corbin came out to take care of my pool pump through AHS. 
The service was excellent.  He was on time and friendly. I 
highly recommend this company.  Thank you!!

Michelle Jennings
1 review

Had a problem with our pool heater...Corbin came out 
diagnosed the issue and then replaced the heater 
blower...took the time to answer any questions we had...very 
satisfied customers!
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